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Failure and Forgiveness

1999-01-01

a perspective on the problem of bankruptcy it provides an introduction to and
evaluation of the federal bankruptcy system places legal issues of bankruptcy in
their social context explores the conflicting interests of those involved and
suggests a humanitarian approach to bankruptcy

Bankruptcy

2019-04-11

excessive household debt has allowed for economic growth but this model has become
increasingly unstable spooner examines bankruptcy law as a potential solution

Bankruptcy, the Next Twenty Years

1997

reinventing bankruptcy law offers the first historical account of the ccaa drawing on
a broad array of historical sources including legislation news sources scholarly
writing archival materials and more

Report of the National Bankruptcy Review Commission

1997

after a long period of prosperity and steady economic growth the world s leading
economies are now in crisis and although there will be debate about its origins the
scale and seriousness of the crisis is in no doubt there is also no doubt that
excessive amounts of consumer credit allied to a weak understanding of how globalised
credit markets might react to a crisis have played a significant part this book which
is primarily about credit debt and the trouble they have led to is written by authors
who have specialised in researching into over indebtedness that is situations in
which an individual s debt burden has become overwhelming for these authors the
plight of individuals is a primary concern but the wider issue is how credit is used
and how it changes societies the essays in this volume addressing topics which are
fundamental to our understanding of the current crisis range widely across the whole
sector of consumer finance including mortgages credit binges the regulation of
consumer lending insolvency repayment plans debt counselling and much more besides
the conclusions drawn from the book are equally wide ranging but above all the lesson
learned from these essays is that the financialisation of contemporary life ensures
that issues of the appropriate role of credit remain of critical importance in
society

Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1999

2000

one of the leading casebooks in the field the law of debtors and creditors features
39 problem sets with realistic questions a lawyer considers in managing a bankruptcy
case it also challenges the students with the major policy and theoretical questions
in the field the text features a functional organization as a bankruptcy case would
unfold the focus is on teaching through the realistic problems complete with ethical
difficulties embedded into the fact patterns the presentation is lively and
colloquial explanatory text throughout makes bankruptcy law accessible to students
and easier to teach because it divides the subject between consumer and business
bankruptcy professors can select the depth of coverage for each subject in designing
a two three or four credit class the authors senator elizabeth warren congresswoman
katie porter and professors pottow michigan and westbrook texas are among the most
prominent in the field uniquely comprehensive teacher s manual chock full of material
on how to design class around the problem sets citations to new cases and literature



and suggestions for steering class discussion new to the eighth edition the emergence
of a whole new form of chapter 11 bankruptcy the small business reorganization act in
subchapter v just as the covid19 crisis exploded the impact of recent supreme court
decisions including jevic merit management midland funding and wellness new cases and
issues since the seventh edition updated materials on 363 sales incorporation of
discussion of abi commission on consumer bankruptcy reform a number of interesting
new problems professors and students will benefit from separation of consumer
bankruptcy from business bankruptcy professors can select the depth of coverage for
each subject lively explanatory text makes bankruptcy law accessible to students and
easier to teach engagement of current events and economic trends discussion of many
recent cases 39 problem sets featuring the realistic questions a lawyer considers in
applying the statutory provisions in a bankruptcy case substantial discussion of the
ethical questions that arise in bankruptcy practice and including ethical issues in
the problems students must solve functional organization as a bankruptcy case would
unfold rather than using some artificial paradigm chapters specifically devoted to
bankruptcy theory consumer and business to international insolvencies and to
important ethics issue in the consumer and business contexts problem sets designed to
combine doctrinal transactional and theoretical issues

Reinventing Bankruptcy Law

2020

this book analyses corporate rescue laws processes and policies prescribed in
corporate insolvency or bankruptcy laws and employment laws of the uk and the us with
a particular focus on how extant employee rights are treated when a debtor employer
initiates corporate insolvency proceedings the commencement of formal insolvency
proceedings by an employer affects employees rights and interests employment laws
seek to protect employees rights and interests while insolvency laws seek to promote
corporate rescue which may entail workforce changes consequently this creates a
tension between whose interest insolvency law should give primacy of protection the
book analyses how corporate rescue processes such as administration pre pack business
sales company voluntary arrangements receivership and liquidation impact employee
rights and protection during corporate rescue proceedings in both jurisdictions it
goes on to address how the federal system of government in the us and the diffusion
of power between federal and state law jurisdictions impact a uniform code of
employee protection during chapter 11 bankruptcy reorganisation proceedings the book
considers how an interpretative approach to law dworkin s interpretative theory of
law may be used to balance both employee protection and corporate rescue laws during
corporate insolvency in the uk and the us of interest to academics students and
employment law practitioners this book examines the tension between corporate rescue
laws and employment protection laws during corporate insolvency in the us and the uk
and how this tension may be remedied or balanced

Consumer Credit, Debt and Bankruptcy

2009-07-15

charitable organisations occupy a central place in society across much of the world
accounting for billions of pounds in revenue as society changes so does the law which
regulates nonprofit organisations from independent schools to foodbanks they occupy a
broad policy space not immune to scandals sometimes nonprofits are in the news for
all the wrong reasons and so when they are in the public eye regulators must respond
to high profile cases in this book a team of internationally recognised charity law
experts offers a modern take on a fast changing policy field through the concept of
policy debates it moves the field forward providing an important reference point for
developing scholarship in charity law and policy each chapter explores a policy
debate setting out the fault lines in play and often offering proposals for reform
two important themes are explored in this edited collection first there is a policy
tension in charity law between its largely conservative history and the need to keep
up to date with social change this pressure is felt acutely along key fault lines
such as the extent to which a body of law which developed before the advent of
legislated human rights is able to adapt to a rights based world and the extent to
which independent schools historically so closely linked with charity might deserve



their generous tax breaks the second theme explores the law from the perspective of a
good faith regulator concerned to maximise the usefulness of charities from the need
to reform old organisations to the need to ensure that charities enjoy the right
amount of regulatory freedom in a world of payment by result contracts the book
critically charts the policy justifications for regulatory intervention as well as
the costs that such intervention might bring debates in charity law will be of
interest to both academic researchers and students of the non profit sector looking
to understand the links between law social change and regulation it will also help
and guide nonprofit employees and volunteers showing how their sector is shaped and
moulded by the law

The Law of Debtors and Creditors

2020-11-01

this study compares the insolvency regimes currently in place or likely to be adopted
in the foreseeable future in various countries worldwide

Employee Rights in Corporate Insolvency

2019-10-08

a new and substantially revised edition which looks critically at the broad effect
and conceptual underpinnings of corporate insolvency law

Debates in Charity Law

2020-05-14

recent financial crisis and the global financial impacts of the covid 19 pandemic
have brought renewed interest to the regulation and practice of corporate insolvency
and restructuring modernisation of the insolvency profession and the regulation of
its practitioners is a contemporary concern and recent years have seen significant
reforms of insolvency law the success of such reforms can be enhanced through a clear
understanding of difficulties faced by the insolvency profession in achieving
successful restructuring and insolvency outcomes and through the determination of
effective solutions to those difficulties however there is limited empirical data to
inform the day to day practice of insolvency nor the difficulties experienced by
insolvency practitioners in pursing insolvency and restructuring solutions this book
addresses this absence of data and understanding examining the role and practice of
corporate insolvency practitioners and exploring the challenges that they encounter
offering an empirical study together with a comparative analysis of the experiences
of practitioners around the world this book facilitates a greater understanding of
corporate insolvency practice confronting a misunderstanding of and under confidence
in corporate insolvency practitioners making it key reading for academics
practitioners and regulators working in the area of corporate insolvency

Comparative Consumer Insolvency Regimes

2003-09

through a detailed exploration of the viewpoints involved this balanced and incisive
work promotes understanding of the most divisive issues in american government today
government and politics is an area in which there are no right answers but much room
for debate battleground government and politics allows students and general readers
alike to consider key political debates from all sides and to arrive at their own
considered convictions based on a firm understanding of the issues and points of view
involved this two volume work explores dozens of the most contentious issues in
contemporary life issues that impact how our government is run today and how it will
be run in the future each topic is examined in a balanced way providing not only an
overview of the issues involved but an objective assessment of the stance of all
sides readers can use these entries as thorough and solid summaries of the most
contentious controversies in contemporary society or as starting points for more in
depth research into the debates



Corporate Insolvency Law

2017-10-19

recent case law and legislation in european company and insolvency law have
significantly furthered the integration of european business regulation in particular
the case law of the european court of justice and the introduction of the eu
insolvency regulation have provided the stimulus for current reforms in various
jurisdictions in the fields of insolvency and financial law the uk for instance has
adopted the enterprise act in 2002 designed inter alia to enhance enterprise and to
strengthen the uk s approach to bankruptcy and corporate rescue in a similar vein a
recent reform in france has modernised french insolvency law and even introduced a
tool similar to the successful english company voluntary arrangement cva this book
provides a collection of studies by some of the leading english and french experts
today analysing current perspectives of insolvency and financial law in europe both
on the national as well as on the european level

Ruin and Redemption

2024-06-17

an original book offering a unique theoretical approach re examining insolvency law
and theory analyses the important role that legal theory plays in the development of
insolvency law it explores how law and theory are able to respond to issues of
financial distress in the 21st century and questions how insolvency law could develop
to address contemporary challenges

Legal and Ethical Standards in Corporate Insolvency

2011-09-23

trustees at work explores the role bankruptcy trustees play in determining who
qualifies as a deserving debtor under canadian personal bankruptcy law the idea of a
deserving debtor is woven throughout bankruptcy law with debt relief being reserved
for those debtors deemed deserving the legislation and case law invite trustees to
assess debtors based on their pre bankruptcy choices but in practice trustees
evaluate debtors based on how cooperative the debtors are during bankruptcy
proceedings this book uses interviews and statistical data to explain how the
financial and emotional pressures of trustees work shape their decision making
process

Battleground: Government and Politics [2 volumes]

2009-06-02

corporate reorganisation law argues that corporate reorganisation law is seen by
market participants as a tool they can mobilise and adapt according to practices
logics and identities in the of the financial and non financial corporate markets
thus changes in market practice in the participants in the process or in how the
participants view their objectives can significantly change the ways in which
corporate reorganisation law is mobilised and adapted even if the law has not
undergone any reform this book argues that corporate reorganisation law cannot be
evaluated using a theoretical model in isolation from the wider institutional context
in which corporate reorganisation law is mobilised and adapted by the participants to
the process in establishing the new methodology the book undertakes a detailed
analysis of six key changes in market practice logic and identities in the financial
and non financial corporate fields a comparative us uk approach is adopted in
analysing both the process of institutional change and the implications for law this
provides a fascinating lens through which to see how different institutional
environments in the financial and non financial markets in different jurisdictions
are drawing together and interacting with very different legal systems which were
adapted to the distinct original institutional environments in which they were
developed from this analysis important lessons for legal harmonisation efforts in
europe and in non european jurisdictions are drawn out the work emphasises the need



to look at formal legal rules in combination with other non legal and legal
institutions and argues that current reform debates in both the us and uk have
suffered because scholars practitioners and policy makers have not started their
evaluation of the case for reform by placing corporate reorganisation law in this
wider institutional context the book aims to fill this gap and to provide a
methodological approach for the future

Current Issues in European Financial and Insolvency Law

2023-12-11

this unique book provides readers with a concise yet rigorous outline of the english
corporate insolvency framework as it is practised in domestic and cross border cases
in doing so this primer provides clear and accessible guidance on what is often
considered to be a highly technical subject

Re-examining Insolvency Law and Theory

2019-12-01

this book explains how and why insolvency law in emerging economies needs to be
reinvented it starts by examining the importance of insolvency law for the promotion
of economic growth as well as the similarities and divergences in the design of
insolvency law around the world the central thesis of the book is that insolvency law
in emerging economies fails to serve as a catalyst for growth it is argued that this
failure is mainly due to the design of an insolvency legislation that is not tailored
to the market and institutional environment generally existing in emerging economies
the book also provides a critical analysis of the design of insolvency law in many
advanced economies where the insolvency system has proven to be unattractive for
debtors creditors or both therefore in addition to suggesting a new insolvency
framework for emerging economies this book ultimately invites readers to rethink
insolvency law

Trustees at Work

2020-10-23

this incisive book critically explores the principles purpose and application of
corporate rescue in order to bring new significance to rescue theory responding to
key legislative developments and recent case law it examines major insolvency
theories and establishes which theoretical principles are prominently applied in
practice and whether these principles have affected the drivers of policy
consideration

Corporate Reorganisation Law and Forces of Change

2022-10-13

a debtor world contains a collection of contributions about the societal implications
of private debt the essays comprising this volume are authored by dozens of leading u
s and international academics who have written about debt or issues related to debt
in a wide range of disciplines including law sociology psychology history economics
and more the goal of this collection is to explore debt neither as a problem nor a
solution but as a phenomenon and to promote the exchange of knowledge to better
comprehend why consumers and businesses decide to borrow money it asks what happens
to businesses and consumers under a heavy debt load and what legal norms and
institutions societies need to encourage the efficient use of debt while promoting a
greater understanding of the global phenomenon of increased indebtedness and societal
dependence

English Corporate Insolvency Law

2010



this book provides a comparative appraisal of global developments in the area of
consumer bankruptcy and overindebtedness

Medical Debt

2024-05-31

mccormack examines english law on secured credit highlighting its weaknesses and
evaluating possible remedies contains the text of article 9

Reinventing Insolvency Law in Emerging Economies

2022-12-13

this book covers the pressing issues of cross border cases involving admiralty and
bankruptcy law for example what should happen when a shipowner files an insolvency
proceeding in one country while at the same time facing an in rem action against its
vessel in another country should the in rem action arising in one country be stayed
or dismissed because of the existence of insolvency proceedings in another country
the book discusses the relevant issues regarding the treatment of maritime creditors
throughout insolvency proceedings the determination of the centre of main interest of
an offshore shipping company and the scope of a debtor s assets the author uses a
comparative law analysis selecting four leading shipping countries australia the uk
the us and singapore and examines their approaches to the above three problems when
applying the uncitral model law regime the book also proposes a solution to help
eliminate the ambiguity arising from maritime cross border insolvency cases under the
uncitral model law regime with a view to enhancing the development of the shipping
industry

The Interpretation and Value of Corporate Rescue

2012-11-15

as the radical reforms contained in the enterprise act 2002 have come fully on stream
personal insolvency law has become a major focus of attention at the same time all
evidence points to increasing levels of personal debt with the consequential rise in
bankruptcies personal insolvency law regulation and policy therefore provides a
timely evaluation of the current state of english law in this important area the
volume presents a critical analysis of the regimes of bankruptcy and individual
voluntary arrangement in the context of current policy goals it examines the impact
of the insolvency act 2000 and the enterprise act 2002 and discusses the treatment of
bankruptcy within the global economy the book will be a valuable guide for students
and academics engaged in the study of this increasingly important branch of private
law the study will also be of value to practitioners and policy makers

A Debtor World

2003-12

explores the relationship between law and economics principles and the promotion of
social justice this title includes chapters that invoke the lens of corporate law
theory or the corporate context as part of their analysis of the intersection of
economics and social justice

Consumer Bankruptcy in Global Perspective

2004-06-14

a highly readable and informative text and an excellent addition to insolvency
scholarship in their entirety the chapters of corporate rescue law an anglo american
perspective represent one of the most incisive and relevant treatments of comparative
insolvency regimes to date this book is an absolute boon it provides the reader with
a mass of legal and practical insights into the workings of two ostensibly divergent



systems and challenges received wisdom in a fluent and persuasive manner not only are
legal differences examined through the lens of practice but also commercial
philosophical and social responses to failure are considered and highlighted as
possible drivers of those real distinctions that do exist professor mccormack has
produced an exceptional work that should be required reading for academics
practitioners and policy makers alike and is to be warmly congratulated sandra frisby
banking and finance law review the issues are well chosen they are easily the most
important aspects of any corporate rescue law the careful analysis of the technical
provisions the incorporation of the extensive scholarship on the two corporate rescue
regimes and the reference to practice in the real world all help to make these
chapters an indispensable tool for any scholar wishing to gain a better understanding
of the similarities and differences of english and american corporate rescue laws
this monograph could not have come at a better time the comparative account in this
book will help law reformers judges and scholars to have a better grasp of the issues
and appreciate better how the two systems have dealt with them comparative law has a
critical role to play in promoting mutual understanding and respect it is hoped that
this monograph will help in that respect wee meng seng singapore journal of legal
studies this book offers an unprecedented and detailed comparative critique of anglo
american corporate bankruptcy law it challenges the standard characterisation that us
law in the sphere of corporate bankruptcy is pro debtor and uk law is pro creditor
and suggests that the traditional thesis is at best a potentially misleading over
simplification gerard mccormack offers the conclusion that there is functional
convergence in practice while acknowledging that corporate rescue as distinct from
business rescue still plays a larger role in the us the focus is on corporate
restructurings with in depth scrutiny of chapter 11 of the us bankruptcy code and the
uk enterprise act and offers other comparative oversights integrating theoretical and
practical insights this book will be of great interest to academics and practitioners
and also to policymakers in the dti insolvency service and regulatory bodies

Secured Credit Under English and American Law

2020-12-10

who enjoys statutory preferred creditor status what justifications exist for
jurisdictions to maintain statutes that favour priority creditors over other
creditors and contributories this book examines preferential debts derived from
specific legislative provisions applying to corporate insolvency in exploring the
concept of preferential treatment statutory priorities in corporate insolvency law
includes chapters that provide a doctrinal theoretical and historical analysis of who
enjoys preferred creditor status as well as examining the traditional major
categories of priorities this work also identifies potential new categories for
priority status such as environmental clean up costs international creditors tort
claimants and consumers among other non consensual creditors while the study focuses
on australian corporate insolvency law where appropriate comparisons are made with
other common law jurisdictions particularly the uk canada new zealand and the us

Maritime Cross-Border Insolvency under the UNCITRAL
Model Law Regime

2017-05-15

creditor rights and the public interest supports the greater representation of non
traditional creditors in the process of insolvency restructuring in canada
concentrating particularly on restructuring under the federal companies creditors
arrangement act ccaa arguing in favour of the representation of such non traditional
creditors as workers consumers trade suppliers and local governments janis sarra
describes the existing process of addressing their interests analyzes four case
studies that focus on non creditor groups and compares the canadian approach to that
of several other countries such as germany france and the united states sarra draws
on a comprehensive body of academic literature that covers a broad range of issues
insolvency theory corporate governance theory legislative history and bankruptcy and
insolvency practice she further surveys the relevant legislation and supplements her
analysis with insights drawn from extensive primary research of court records and
personal interviews with lawyers judges and government officials creditor rights and



the public interest ultimately illustrates the way in which the concept of the public
interest can be utilized to foreground the concerns of non traditional stakeholders
sarra provides a coherent account of the justification for recognizing these
creditors by situating insolvency law in a legal regime that realizes a duty to
maximize all of the interests and investments at stake in the corporation in an
academic field where scholarship is currently scarce sarra s text will be a welcome
contribution

Personal Insolvency Law, Regulation and Policy

2009-05-08

in 2005 more than two million americans six out of every 1 000 people filed for
bankruptcy though personal bankruptcy rates have since stabilized bankruptcy remains
an important tool for the relief of financially distressed households in bankrupt in
america mary and brad hansen offer a vital perspective on the history of bankruptcy
in america beginning with the first lasting federal bankruptcy law enacted in 1898
interweaving careful legal history and rigorous economic analysis bankrupt in america
is the first work to trace how bankruptcy was transformed from an intermittently used
constitutional provision to an indispensable tool for business to a central element
of the social safety net for ordinary americans to do this the authors track federal
bankruptcy law as well as related state and federal laws examining the interaction
between changes in the laws and changes in how people in each state used the
bankruptcy law in this thorough investigation hansen and hansen reach novel
conclusions about the causes and consequences of bankruptcy adding nuance to the
discussion of the relationship between bankruptcy rates and economic performance

Law and Economics

2008-01-01

recuperação judicial dosobjetivos ao procedimento incentivos regulatórios do sistema
de insolvênciabrasileiro procura avaliar a função pretendida pelo sistema de
insolvênciabrasileiro e de que modo a estruturação do procedimento de recuperação
judicialpoderia facilitar a obtenção dos referidos objetivos esta obra foi
estruturada para permitiruma melhor compreensão do instituto da recuperação judicial
por meio daanálise das três fases do procedimento de recuperação judicial
fasespostulatória de negociação e de deliberação avalia se se os incentivos
legaisdispostos no procedimento de recuperação judicial brasileiro são adequados
àobtenção dos objetivos pretendidos pela legislação e qual seria a melhor formade
interpretá los para facilitar o entendimento sãoexpostos e contrapostos os diversos
sistemas jurídicos estrangeiros sobre cadaum dos pontos enfrentados do procedimento
legal como uma forma de se permitir acomparação entre as diferentes soluções legais
para o enfrentamento do problemada empresa em crise destina se a obra assim aos
advogados empresários administradores e demais profissionais que de modo geral
procuram aprofundar seus conhecimentos em direito da insolvência data defechamento 26
12 2023

Corporate Rescue Law--an Anglo-American Perspective

2016-12-05

the rich field of urban law has thus far lacked a holistic and concerted scholarly
focus on comparative and global perspectives this work offers new inroads into the
global and comparative streams within urban law by presenting emerging frameworks and
approaches to topics ranging from urban housing and land use to legal informality and
consumer financial protection the volume brings together a group of international
urban legal scholars to highlight emergent global interdisciplinary perspectives
within the field of urban law particularly as they have import for comparative legal
analysis the book presents a timely addition to the literature given the urgent legal
issues that continue to surface in an age of rapid urbanization and globalization



Statutory Priorities in Corporate Insolvency Law

2003

the most trustworthy source of information available today on savings and investments
taxes money management home ownership and many other personal finance topics

Creditor Rights and the Public Interest

2004

Emory Bankruptcy Developments Journal

2020-02-05

Bankrupt in America

1997

The Basics of Bankruptcy and Reorganization

2024-02-25

Recuperação Judicial - 1ª edição 2024

2016-10-14
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2000
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